
 

 

 

 
 
 

Goodness, Edition 08 and we still have lots to share! 

 

Life with the Tigers  
A Diary June 2020 

7th June. It was a warm Sunday afternoon; I 

was pruning the roses near the house when I saw sitting 

on a leaf, a large butterfly an inch long with large black 

wings which had white and yellow spots. I had never seen 

one before, so I took a photo and then rushed indoors to 

retrieve my plants and animals’ book, it was a tiger moth. 

I was excited. 

8th June. The moth had moved lower to a lily of the valley 

leaf which made it easier to photograph. 

9/10th June. It was still on the leaf only moving to the other 

side when the sun came out, it was sunning itself. As it 

moved, I saw red under the wing which confirmed that it 

was a crimson tiger moth. 

11th June. When I opened the curtains, I saw two shadows 

on the  leaf, when I looked there were indeed two moths. 

The newcomer was 

smaller with brown 

wings, so I took a 

photo. It was 

fortunate that I did 

because by 11am 

they had moved to 

different leaves, the 

brown one having a 

drink on its leaf, duty 

obviously done. At 

6pm there was only the black one again and it had moved 

to the heather. 

12th June. Only one sitting on the heather. 

13th June. The moth has gone, I wish that I had seen it fly. 

22nd June. I was mowing the lawn at the top of the garden, 

having had to stop twice to allow a baby frog escape and 

rescue a black caterpillar when I 

saw a flash of red. It was the tiger 

moth rushing from the laurel hedge 

to the safety of the nettles. I had 

seen it fly!! The top wings are black 

with white and yellow spots and the 

bottom set are red with white spots. 

23rd June. I went to check that the 

fruit cage which I had just put up was still intact. 

Sometimes birds can still get in but not today, instead I 

saw that the moth was inside and struggling to get out. I 

opened the netting and went in, tentatively approaching 

the prisoner. I said, ‘You got in so you can get out the same 

way, you know?’ It finally found a hole in the roof which 

it liked so I gently assisted it in getting out, what a thrill. 

24th June. I was near the laurel and the moth flew to the 

nettles again but as I walked 

back down the garden, it must 

have followed me because it 

was on a fir tree. The notion 

crossed my mind that it was 

saying goodbye. 

25/26th June. More sightings 

27th June. It has started to rain, will it still be around? 

 

Tiger Moth seen in June and July and caterpillars in the 

autumn and spring. Likes nettles, forget-me-nots and 

willow, all in my garden.                                        
      Margaret J 
Note from Editor.  Thank you for such patient noting of events.  A charming 

insight into the adventures of the Tiger Moth. 

 

Flying with the birds 
We are fortunate to have so many varieties of feathered 

visitors – the Jay, even as a member of the crow family, is 

a beautifully coloured bird, 

frequently seen and one to 

put his cousin, the Magpie, 

in his place at feeding time.  

The Blue Tits, Coal Tits, 

and Long Tailed Tits are 

here in abundance – the 

Nuthatch, the Goldfinches, the Bullfinches, the 

Chaffinches and the list goes on, all seem to be regular 

visitors and always, of course, our 

tamest of them all – the Robin.  

Leave the Crows, Starlings – they 

are two a penny but of late, the 

wonderful sight of our daily visitor, 

the Great Spotted Woodpecker with 

its young monopolising the peanuts 

in the feeder.  Even today, the Green 

Woodpecker with its youngest 

pecking away at the edge of the lawn, searching for ants 

and other insects.             

                 Jean W 
Note from Editor.  Jean W has also very kindly provided an additional insight 

into her very own safari park.  You have some very exciting and imaginative 
articles to enjoy in the future! 
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… the conversation starts here! 

Welton entertainment  
and news 



Welton WI Adjusting to the here and now… 

Current Government legislation allows for inside 

gatherings comprising of 2 social bubbles with maximum 

6 people or outside 6 people from different households, 

socially distancing.  Gatherings larger than 6 should only 

take place if everyone is from 2 households.  Working 

with these criteria, we have devised a way we can meet up 

to a maximum of 6 outdoors!!! 

The Committee are inviting you by prior arrangement and 

on a first come first serve, to join your host in their 

colourful gardens.  It will be an opportunity for members 

to gather, socially distanced, weather dependent! It is 

imperative that members ring to reserve their place so that 

we do not exceed the allowed number of six.  Please 

remember we are not permitted to car share. 

 

Friday 17th July, 2.30/3.30pm - Hendrika 07766 331421 

10 Halford Way 

 

Friday 24th July, 2.30/3.30pm - Anita 01327 703481 

34 Churchill Road 

 

Of course, these constraints allow us to meet our friends 

and neighbours and we encourage everyone to safely meet 

up whilst we have the weather to enjoy outdoor space. 

 

Things to do in the garden this week 

🏵Look after your Dahlias! They are incredibly thirsty 

plants. To ensure your Dahlias are blooming bright with 

an abundance of beautiful flowers, give your plants a 

liquid feed and regularly water them during the next 

month. 

🌺Tender perennials such as Fuchsias are best propagated 

from cuttings, and July is a great time to get snipping. 

Young plants root more easily, so cuttings should be taken 

from the new growth 

🌼Sow biennials such as Foxgloves, Sweet William, 

Wallflowers, Honesty and Forget-me-nots, to plant out in 

autumn for a stunning display next spring.                                         
          Anita 
 

 

Zoom Coffee Morning update 

This is a new medium to for most of us and for those that 

have braved this new IT concept, a 

wonderful means of keeping in touch with 

everyone from the comfort of home!  Our 

next zoom coffee morning will include a 

fun interaction quiz.  To get you fellow 

zoomers ready, start thinking of as many 

things you can beginning with the letter ‘g’ that you would 

find in your neighbourhood.  
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26th June 2020 ANSWERS 
FOOD AND DRINK ANAGRAMS… 

MINERAL WATER 

CAULIFLOWER 

GINGER ALE 

TOMATO 

CIDER 

ARTICHOKE 

CHAMPAGNE 

ASPARAGUS 

ORANGE JUICE 

LEGUME 

TEA 

CHOCOLATE 

LAGER 

PEANUT BUTTER 

CUSTARD 

PORRIDGE 

SPAGHETTI 

PRAWN COCKTAIL 

PEACH 

APRICOT 
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